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hp recovery disk is a bootable cd or usb flash drive. you can't run recovery software from a cd, but that's what it is. it's a bootable cd/dvd/usb that when run, it boots the computer to the hp recovery partition/disc. then
you are presented with a recovery manager in which you can choose to do a network repair, replace the motherboard or anything else. if you choose to perform a network repair, it will reset the network settings, and
then create a new connection on the network. usually when setting up a network, you need to enter network information like dns server, proxy information, and so on. having a network repair cd prevents that process

from happening. to perform a repair, click on the "network repair" option. you are then presented with a screen where you can specify the information you require to repair. type in the connection name, ip address,
host name, domain name, if the network has a gui, and any other settings. now press the "advanced" button. you'll be presented with a screen that looks like this: we do not recommend using a disc that you have

burned yourself, as you would be relying on the burn to be perfect. you may also download a pre-existing recovery disk. however this is not as reliable as making your own. you have not skipped any steps on any of
these guides! for any problems with your product or your download, please contact us here. please note: if your device uses a standard sata interface ( 3.5" or 2.5" ) then you need to take the neutron sata cable with
usb and sata adapter with usb, if your neutron drive shows that it supports usb2.0 (not all neutron drives support usb3.0). if your neutron drive does not support usb2.0 then you only need the sata cable and the sata

adapter with usb.
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If you have a question not answered here, please see our Frequently Asked Questions. If you are experiencing a hardware error message, you will need to carry out a hardware recovery. If you are not familiar with this
process, please contact a customer service representative for assistance. The following steps can be used to perform a hardware recovery in Windows 7. For Windows 8.1 or Windows 8, you'll need to do the steps

below in addition to following the links to the articles below. If you choose to carry out a hardware recovery, you will need to reboot the computer and press F8 in the boot selection screen to start the Advanced startup
options menu. You will see a long list of codes. If you see something like (0x0000001h, 0x0000002h, 0x000003ah or 0x000005ah, then press Enter. You can now enter this information with the codes as the kernel
parameters (they will be in the form 0x01h,0x02h,0x03ah,0x04ah or 0x05ah). If you decide to perform a hardware recovery, you will need to reboot the computer and go to the BIOS Setup utility. A list of codes will
appear on the screen. If the codes don't match any listed here, you'll need to contact HP for assistance. HP also offers a Windows 8.1 and Windows 8.0 System Recovery option that allows you to perform a system
recovery. To use this option, you must first delete all your files and then enter the following steps from a Windows 8.1 or Windows 8.0 system: Press the power button and select the option to start Windows. On the

screen that appears, select Troubleshoot and then restart the computer. If this doesn't solve the problem, you can continue with the steps below. 5ec8ef588b
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